Children

The Creature of the Pines

The Squatchicorns

by Adam Gidwitz

by Ellen Potter

JF Gidwitz
After encountering a Jersey Devil
while on a field trip to the Pine
Barrens, Elliot and his new friend
Uchenna help their weird teacher
Professor Fauna rescue the
mythological creature from a pair of
greedy billionaire brothers.

JF Potter
A new friend from a tribe of
Sasquatches offers to escort Hugo
through the North Woods in time for
Boone's birthday party.

Tiny Tough
by Abby Hanlon
JF Hanlon
Dory helps her older sister with a
social dilemma by joining a pirate
crew on an unexpectedly difficult
treasure hunt for a lost bracelet.

Captain Awesome and the
Trapdoor
by Stan Kirby
JF Kirby
Becoming convinced that someone
has been stealing all his old toys,
Eugene ventures through a hidden
trap door to search for answers.

The Haunted House
Next Door
by Andres Miedoso
JF Miedoso
When creepy things start happening
in the house Andres and his parents
just moved into, Desmond comes to
the rescue.

Penny the Puppy
by Lily Small
JF Small
Penny the Puppy is trying to learn
something very important in school,
how to count. The only problem is
that Penny keeps getting distracted.

First Chapter
Books

The Magic Mirror
by Anna Staniszewski
JF Staniszewski
The Ice Princess's magic mirror is
broken, one piece is missing, and
without it the Enchanted Kingdom is
locked in a terrible, unseasonable,
heat wave. Kara and Zed are
determined to help, but first they
must figure out whether the break is
the result of the sibling rivalry, or did
the monkey do it?

Books for young readers

Mia Mayhem is a
Superhero!
by Kara West
JF West
Eight-year-old Mia Macarooney is
delighted to learn she is from a
family of superheroes, but her
acceptance into the Program for In
Training Superheroes requires she
take a placement exam.
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Juvenile Early Reader
Yasmin the Zookeeper
by Saadia Faruqi
JE Faruqi
Yasmin is thrilled when she is chosen
to help feed the monkeys at the zoo;
but when she trips and spills their
food she's upset, until she
remembers that she has fruit in her
lunch bag to share.

Juvenile Fiction
Wallace and Grace Take
the Case
by Heather Alexander
JF Alexander
Owl detectives Wallace and Grace
solve the mystery of the spooky
garden.

Didi Dodo, Future Spy:
Recipe for Disaster!
by Tom Angleberger
JF Angleberger
When Koko Dodo's secret chocolate
sauce is stolen just before a cooking
contest, Didi, a dodo bird, devises a
daring plan to help.

Rosie Revere and the
Raucous Riveters
by Andrea Beaty
JF Beaty
Rosie Revere is enlisted by her
aunt's team of talented World War II
airplane engineers to design a
painting contraption that will help
them win a mural competition.

Humphrey's Big Birthday
Bash
by Betty G Birney
JF Birney
Confused when the students in
Room 26 start whispering about a
surprise backwards birthday bash,
class pets Humphrey and Og are
delighted when they discover that
the party is for them.

Frankie Sparks and the
Big Sled Challenge
by Megan Frazer Blakemore
JF Blakemore
Frankie enters a community sled
design contest that challenges her to
balance her inventing skills with the
competition’s requirement about
teamwork.

WeirDo: Super Weird!
by Anh Do
JF Do
While his father trains to become a
firefighter, Weir enters his super
weird dog Fido and his parrot
Blockhead into a Pet Day contest,
hoping that they will be on their best
behavior.

Sam the Man & the
Chicken Plan
by Frances O'Roark Dowell
JF Dowell
Sam Graham, eager for some
spending money, volunteers to look
after a neighbor's chickens, the
experience inspires him to get his
own chicken named Helga.

Bo's Magical New Friend
Henry Heckelbeck Gets a
Dragon
by Wanda Coven
JF Coven
Henry discovers his magical abilities
when he accidentally brings a toy
dragon to life, triggering unexpected
chaos.

Bear Country: Bearly a
Misadventure
by Doreen Cronin
JF Cronin
A relaxing day of knitting is
interrupted by the disappearance of
Barbara and rumors about a
headless bear loose in
the neighborhood.

by Rebecca Elliott
JF Elliott
Wish-granting unicorn Rainbow
Tinseltail longs for a best friend
before meeting newcomer Sunny
Huckleberry, who has not yet
discovered his unicorn powers.

Wolfie & Fly: Band on the
Run
by Cary Fagan
JF Fagan
Wolfie and Fly form a band and find
themselves playing live onstage in
front of a stadium filled with
screaming fans whose rowdiness
gets out of control, forcing the duo
to make a daring escape.

